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The Prisoner’s Dilemma

Introduction

                During the 1st World War a curious sort of truce often occurred between the two sides. Between

              fierce battles ther e were long periods when nothing much happened; the soldiers were living in

             trenches quite close to the enemy and, without any conversations taking place, understandings often 5

                 arose that they would not shoot at each o ther. A British officer visiting the front line was horrified

   by w h at he saw.

              I was astonished to observe Germ an soldiers walking about within rifle range behind their own

                   line. Our men app eared to take no notice. I privately made up my mind to do away with that sort

                  of thing … ; such thing s should not be allowed. These people evidently did not know there was a 10

             war on. Both sides apparently believed in the policy of ‘live and let live’.

                  This did not mean that the soldiers on the two sides had become f riends. They did not know each

                 other and they certainly would shoot to kill whe n the next major battle occurred, but in the meantime

    co-operation was a better policy.

             How could such behaviour arise spontaneously? This article looks at a mathematical model that 15

       describes it and a llows it to be simulated.

                 What happened ac ross the trenches of the 1st World War is just one example of a general situation

             in which opposing gr oups, between whom there is n o mutual trust or friendship, nonetheless

              find it beneficial to co-operate. Other examples include an arms race between two countries a nd

           commercial competition between companies. Another situation arises when e ach of two su sp ects 20

               is offered a lighter prison sentence in exchange for giving information against the other; this has

            given rise to the general na me ‘The Prisoner’s Dilemma’ for a ll such situations.

Modelling the situation

                 Imagine the situation in the 1st World War. On any occasion the soldiers on each side had two

options. 25

•            They could ‘co-operate’ with the other side by not shooting. (Option C)

•           They could ‘defect’ by breaking the agreement and shooting. (Option D)

             So between the two sides, there were four possibilities as shown in Table 1.

     Side 2 co-operates Side 2 defects

      Side 1 co-operates C C C D

      Side 1 defects D C D D

Table 1

               The ‘benefits’ and ‘costs’ to ea ch side of these different sit uations may be described as follows.

•                  In the situation C C, the t wo sides co-operate and they both benefit; no one gets shot (and 30

   so killed or i njured).

•                    In the situa tion D D, both sides defect and shoot at each other. There is a cost t o both sides

      because some of their soldiers ge t shot.
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•               In the situation D C, Side 1 un expectedly defects by breaking the agreement and shooting

                some of the e nemy soldiers. This is of short-term benefit t o Side 1 by advancing the war 35

           effor t; in contrast, Side 2 pays the cost of losing some soldiers.

•                      The fourth situation C D is the mirror image of D C. In this case there is a cost t o Side 1

               because some of their soldiers a re shot, and there is a short-term benefit to Side 2.

             There a re thus fou r possible levels of be nefit that may be modelled as follows.

       Both sides o-operate (C C). Each benefits byc c units. 40

       Both sides efect (D D). Each benefits byd d  units, w here d  is negative.

           One side co-operates a nd the other defects (D C or C D):

    the defecting side benefits by b        units f rom reaking the agreement and the co-b

           operating side, for whom this is the orst possible outcome, benefits byw w units,

where w  is negative. 45

     The si tuation being modelled means that

b > c > d > w .

Turning the model into a game

                 This model has been the subject of extensive study, using the technique of turning it into a game.

                   There are two pla yers and, at each turn, they declare C ( co-operate) or D (defect) at the same time as 50

                each other. In t his article the various benefits are set as the following values, although other values

  are common ly used.

         When b oth players co-operate (C C), e ach scores 1 point: c = 1.

       When b oth players defect (D D ), each scores −  1 point: d = −1.

                When one player co-ope rates and the other defects (D C or C D), the player w ho co-operates 55

scores −  2 points: w = −        2. The defec ting player benefits by 3 points: b = 3.

   This r aises two questions.

•        What i s a good strategy f or the game?

•           What, if anything, does the game t ell us about human behaviour?

Playing a single round 60

                    Imagine that you are one of the two players. S tart with the ca se when there is only a si ngle round of

                the game. It is possible to apply simple logic to this situation. Remember that both players declare

   at the same moment.

          The othe r player is going to declare either C or D.

         Take first the case when the other p layer declares C. 65

       If you declare C, you score 1 po int.

       If you declare D, you sco re 3 points.

      So you are better to d eclare D.
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         Now take the case when the other player declares D.

     If you declare C, you score −  2 points. 70

     If you declare D, you sco re −  1 point.

        So again you are better off to declare D.

          So, w hatever the other player declares, your better option is D.

                   However, the other player can be expected to apply the same logic and so also to declare D. So the

       outcome is predictable a s being D D, worth −         1 point to each player. This seems paradoxical when 75

                   this is not the best possible outcome for either player, since C C would give both players a score of

 1 point.

               This result does, however, ma ke sense in t erms of human behaviour if neither party expects to

                 meet the other again. Soldiers might shoot to kill in a one-off war-time encounter, and in a single

                commercial tr ansaction both p arties might seek to make as much money out of the other a s p ossible. 80

             Co-operation bec omes more likely when the two parties expect to have a long-term relationship.

A large number of rounds

                Now suppose that you are playing the Prisoner’s Dilemma game with a very large number of rounds,

          with no end in sight. What is a good strategy ?

Random choice 85

             One possible strategy is to choose C and D at random, both with probability 1

2
   . Suppose that both

                   players do this independently. Then on any move there are 4 possible outcome s: C C, C D, D C and

          D D. The scores for these are shown in Ta ble 2.

        Outcome C C C D D C D D

  Scores 1 1 −   2 3 3 −2 −1 −1

Table 2

                 These four outcome s are all e qually likely so each has a probability of occurring on any move o f 1

4
;

                  on ave ra g e each wil l occur once every 4 rounds. The average score for each player works out to be 90

   0.25 points per r ound.

Constant choice

                  Another simple strategy is to make the same choice, either C or D, on every round. The problem is
                   that your oppon ent will soon realise what you are doing and will seek to exploit it. Table 3 shows a

                case when you a lways c o-operate. At some point, in this example o n the third round, your opponent 95

                   will defect and wi ll continue to do so once i t is clear that you will continue to co-operate. The game

    settles down with you scoring −         2 points every r ound and your opponent 3 points.
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    Round You Opponent Your score Opponent’s score

    1 C C 1 1

    2 C C 1 1

  3 C D −  2 3

  4 C D −  2 3

  5 C D −  2 3

  6 C D −  2 3

  7 C D −  2 3

  8 C D −  2 3

  9 C D −  2 3

  10 C D −  2 3

            … . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 3

            Clearly the l onger the game goes on the closer y our average score approa ches −    2 points per round

      and that of your opponent appr o aches 3.

         Table 4 shows a possible game when you always defect. 100

    Round You Opponent Your score Opponent’s score

   1 D C 3 −2

   2 D C 3 −2

  3 D D −1 −1

  4 D D −1 −1

   5 D C 3 −2

  6 D D −1 −1

  7 D D −1 −1

  8 D D −1 −1

  9 D D −1 −1

  10 D D −1 −1

            … . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 4

             After some attempts at co-operation your opp o nent realises that t he best strategy playing against

            you is also t o defect. Once the game settles dow n you both score −     1 point at eac h round.

               Both of these two fixed-choice strategies result in your obtaining a lower average score per round

                than you would have done by choosing at random. They illustrate the fact that your opponent will

                    try to learn f rom yo ur play and the n to benefit from it. Even thoug h you do not ta lk to your oppon ent, 105

              communication is still taking place through your actions, as happened between the trenches of the

  1st World War.
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Tit-for-tat

                An alternative strategy to adopt is ‘Tit-for-tat’. In this, you always do the same thing as your

                 opponent did last time. So the fi rst few rounds of a game might be as in Table 5. 110

    Round You Opponent Your score Opponent’s score

    1 C C 1 1

    2 C C 1 1

    3 C C 1 1

  4 C D −  2 3

  5 D D −1 −1

   6 D C 3 −2

    7 C C 1 1

  8 C D −  2 3

   9 D C 3 −2

    10 C C 1 1

            … . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 5

                In this example, although you both start off co-operating scoring 1 point per round, in Round 4

            your opponent defects and so scores 3 points on that r ound to your −    2. However, you respond

                immediately by defecting on Round 5 and you continue to defect until the round after yo u r opponent

               next co-operates; thus your opponent co-operates o n Round 6 and y o u co-operate again on Round 7.

         Over Rounds 4, 5 and 6 your opponent scores 3 + (−1) + (−2) =        0 points and this is le ss tha n the 115

           3 points that would have resu lted from co-operating for those three rounds.

               In Round 8 your opponent tests you by defecting again and you r espond immediately by defecting

                 in Round 9. By Round 10 you are back to mutual co-operation but this short-term defection has cost

   your oppon ent 1 point.

                 Once your Tit-for-tat strategy is clear, the only sensible thing for your opponent to do is to co-operate 120

                 at eve ry round, leading to a long-term average sc o re of 1 point per round f or both of you.

               Thus Tit- for-tat is a strategy which allows long-term co-operation to evolve. It was use d strictly in

                  the 1st World War. Both sides knew that if they fired at the other, there would be i nstant retali ation.

               The example in Table 5 illustrates an impor tant feature of the scoring system for the Pr isoner’s

          Dilemma game. In Rounds 8 and 9 , your opponent scored 3 + (−2) =      1 point; since this was less 125

  than the 2 × 1 =            2 points available for continued co-op eration, defection did not pay. The benefits b,

c, d and w      were assigned the values 3, 1, −  1 and −         2 respectively, but these are not the only possible

       values that ob ey the inequality on line 47, b > c > d > w    . If, f or example, b     were given the va lue 10

                and the other values remained the same, then a short-term defection would be a profitable thing to

do. 130

               So for long-term co-operation to be the best option, the following further condition must be fulfilled.

b+ w < 2 c.
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     This inequal ity may be written as b < 2 c −w        and may be interpr eted as sa ying that long-term

        co-operation is only possible if the benefit from defection, b     , is not too great.

Competitions for the best strategy 135

                Because the Prisoner’s Dilemma can be used to model a great variety of situations, it has attracted

               a large amount of academic interest; many research papers have been written about it. In 1 9 8 4

               Robert Axelrod pu blished ; i t has now b ec ome a classic book on theThe Evolution of Co-operation

              subject. In this he report ed on a la rge computer-based competition to dete rmine the best strategy.

                 There were 62 entries, each in the form of a computer program, from a w ide variety of sources. 140

                  Each of them played all the others over 200 rounds, and the whole exercise was carried out 5 times.

    The winning strategy was Tit-for-tat.

             Axelrod analysed the most suc cessful strategies and found they all h ad certain characteristics, which

     he descr ibed in the following terms.

•              They were all ; that is they would not defect before the opponent d id.nice 145

•        They would always reta liate when an opponent defected.

•            They were forgivin g, returning to co-operation once the opponent ceased to defect.

•              They were non-envious, seeking to maximise their own benefit rather than to reduce that

  of the ir opponents.

                  If this sounds rather ide alistic, it is not. It is a statement that a se lfish individual acting entirely out 150

             of self-i nterest will nonetheless behave in ways that are g e nerally thought to be good.

In conclusion

              This a rticle introduces the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, but it on ly scratches the surface. The game

                    itself can be refined in various ways but there is much more that can be learnt from it even in its

 simplest f orm. 155

                It i s said that one of the challenges for mathematics is to develop techniques for studying a nd

            predicting human behaviour. The Prisoner’s Dilemma provides one example of how using a

       suitable game may allow this to be done.
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